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�� Identification problemIdentification problem

�� Early and late Universe    Early and late Universe    

�� Generation of Generation of initial conditionsinitial conditions

�� Dark side Dark side of matterof matter

�� On On thethe eve of new physicseve of new physics
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Astronomers see structures
unknown to physicists



DM non interacted with radiation DM non interacted with radiation 

however light is where DMhowever light is where DM





What we see is structure created What we see is structure created 
from initial conditions + evolutionfrom initial conditions + evolution

observational separation of observational separation of 
the early and late Universethe early and late Universe

the model
no theory of 

origin of matter 

no model 
theory of origin of 
initial conditions



Geometry of the UniverseGeometry of the Universe

�� zero order zero order Hubble diagramHubble diagram

�� first orderfirst order
SS--modemode ((density perturbationsdensity perturbations))
TT--modemode (gravitational waves)(gravitational waves)
VV--modemode (vortex perturbations)(vortex perturbations)

Cosmological model in four functionsCosmological model in four functions
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�� Hubble parameterHubble parameter h = 0.65h = 0.65÷÷÷÷÷÷÷÷0.70.7
�� Relic CMBR Relic CMBR T = 2.725  KT = 2.725  K
�� EucleadianEucleadian spacespace ΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩ = 1 = 1 
�� Dark baryonsDark baryons ΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩbb= 0.5 = 0.5 
�� Cold dark matter    Cold dark matter    ΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩcc= 0.23= 0.23
�� Dark energyDark energy ΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΛΛΛΛΛΛΛΛ= 0.7 = 0.7 
�� Theory of structure formationTheory of structure formation

no theory of no theory of 
matter originmatter origin

zero order: zero order: late Universelate Universe



�� Small density perturbationsSmall density perturbations

�� Linear Gaussian fieldLinear Gaussian field

�� ScaleScale--invariant spectrum (invariant spectrum (nnSS=1)=1)

�� Gravitational waves (T/S < 0.2)Gravitational waves (T/S < 0.2)

�� Theory of initial conditionsTheory of initial conditions

no model of early no model of early 
Universe  (H & Universe  (H & γγγγγγγγ))

first order: first order: early Universeearly Universe



SS →   seeds for LSS structure

SS++TT++VV → imprinted in CMB structure
(anisotropy and polarization)

Initial conditionsInitial conditions

(galaxies, clusters, voids..)



S+T+VS+T+V



Tegmark, Zaldarriaga 2002

only Sonly S



A ll values  A ll values  A ll values  A ll values  ((((((((T+V)/ST+V)/S> 0.2>  0.2>  0.2>  0.2>  0.2>  0.2>  0.2>  0.2 are are are are 

excluded as in  this case am plitude excluded as in  this case am plitude excluded as in  this case am plitude excluded as in  this case am plitude 

of Sof Sof Sof S ----m ode is insufficient for the m ode is insufficient for the m ode is insufficient for the m ode is insufficient for the 

form ation  of the structure form ation  of the structure form ation  of the structure form ation  of the structure 

T++++ S+V==== (10(10(10(10 ----5555 ) ) ) ) 2  2   2   2   ⇒⇒⇒⇒ fixed  by CM B  fixed  by CM B  fixed  by CM B  fixed  by CM B  

W e live in  the U niverse w ith sm all  W e live in  the U niverse w ith sm all  TT&VV



ТТheoreticalheoretical physics physics 

T is more fundamental than S !
T is not small, can be detected 

ТТ –– a clue to the model of early Universea clue to the model of early Universe

V V -- non considered today (unknown seeds)non considered today (unknown seeds)



Origin of cosmological Origin of cosmological 
perturbationsperturbations

quantum gravitational creation of quantum gravitational creation of masslessmassless
fields under the action of nonfields under the action of non--stationary stationary 
intensive gravity (parametric coupling),   intensive gravity (parametric coupling),   

seeds seeds –– quantum fluctuationsquantum fluctuations

�� Creation of matterCreation of matter ((particlesparticles, , GribGrib, , StarobinskyStarobinsky……19701970ss))

�� Generation of Generation of ТТ--modemode ((gravitational wavesgravitational waves, , GrishchukGrishchuk 19741974))

�� Generation ofGeneration of SS--modemode ((density perturbationsdensity perturbations, , V N LV N L 19801980 ) ) 



Generation of T and S modes in Friedmann
cosmology is a quantum-mechanical problem 
of elementary oscillators qk(ηηηη)   [DDDD= а/k,

ωωωω= ββββk] in the Minkowski space-time in the 
external parametric field αααα=αααα(ηηηη), ηηηη=∫dt/a
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Tq - transverse-traceless component   
of gravitational field

Sq - gauge-invariant superposition of 
longitudinal gravitational potential 
and the velocity potential of matter 
multiplied by the Hubble parameter
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Evolution of elementary oscillatorsEvolution of elementary oscillators
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adiabatic zone adiabatic zone 

parametric zone parametric zone 

creationcreation momentmoment
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Phase informationPhase information: only growing : only growing 
mode of perturbations is createdmode of perturbations is created
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we see the sound !

In the beginning was the Sound             In the beginning was the Sound             
And the Sound was of the Big BangAnd the Sound was of the Big Bang



Amplitude information:

initial conditions for elementary oscillators



initial vacuum state,
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T qS,q2T ≡≡         
two polarizations of gravitational wave
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Uniqueness of the ground state in Uniqueness of the ground state in 
the the FriedmannFriedmann geometry  geometry  ((VNLVNL 2006)2006)

the minimal level of excitations  of an 
elementary oscillator in adiabatic zone



General scenario of early Universe

Vacuum is determined in adiabatic zone, ηηηη<ηηηη0
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Universal resultUniversal result
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ExpectedExpected ((T/ST/S < 0.2):< 0.2):

05.0 γ,Gev10H 13 <<<<<<<<        

Big Bang = Inflation (Big Bang = Inflation (γγ < 1< 1) !) !



TT is not negligible is not negligible !!

PowerPower --law inflation on  massive field:law inflation on  massive field:
the amplitude of  T-mode is only five 
times less than amplitude of S-mode

Detection is possible !Detection is possible !



Dark side of matter:Dark side of matter:

where/what we search for?where/what we search for?

”Go there, don’t know where ”Go there, don’t know where 
Bring me that, don’t know what”Bring me that, don’t know what”

/from Russian fairy tale//from Russian fairy tale/



Only hypothesesOnly hypotheses , , no theoryno theory

Origin of matterOrigin of matter



Message from the early UniverseMessage from the early Universe

DM mysteryDM mystery is relatedis related

to baryonic asymmetryto baryonic asymmetry



We live in matter worldWe live in matter world

Prompt:  Prompt:  εεbb ≅≅≅≅≅≅≅≅ εεDMDM now and earlynow and early



Other prompt:
coincidence of LSS and CMB scales
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Where is DM matter Where is DM matter ??

VisibleVisible:: * * stars and gas in galaxiesstars and gas in galaxies
* * gas in clustersgas in clusters ((ТТ~ ~ keVkeV ))

Dark baryons:Dark baryons:
* * intergalactic gasintergalactic gas ((ТТ~ ~ 0.1 0.1 keVkeV))
* * MACHO (BHMACHO (BH, , NSNS, , WDWD, , BDBD, , jupitersjupiters,    ,    
ааsteroidssteroids))



in galactic halo in galactic halo -- no moreno more than than 20% 20% of of МАМАCHO CHO 

the restthe rest 80% 80% -- nonbaryonicnonbaryonic DMDM

Upper bound on galaxy Upper bound on galaxy МАМАCHO objects (EROS)CHO objects (EROS)



Where else is nonWhere else is non--baryonic DM ?baryonic DM ?

* * large velocity dispersion in clusters large velocity dispersion in clusters ((19301930))

* * flat rotation curves in spiral galaxiesflat rotation curves in spiral galaxies (1970)(1970)
* * galaxy clustersgalaxy clusters’’ masses determinedmasses determined (1980)(1980)

→→→→→→→→ XX--ray gasray gas ((ТТ~~ keVkeV))
→→→→→→→→ gravitational lensesgravitational lenses



the answer: the answer: nonnon--baryonic DM is  baryonic DM is  
in gravitationally bound systemsin gravitationally bound systems

weakly interactingweakly interacting particlesparticles
do not dissipate as baryonsdo not dissipate as baryons

Baryons cool down Baryons cool down radiationallyradiationally and reside to centers     and reside to centers     
of dark matter halos getting rotational equilibriumof dark matter halos getting rotational equilibrium

Dark matter remains assembling around    Dark matter remains assembling around    
visible matter at scale  ~  visible matter at scale  ~  200 200 ккpcpc
((the mass of Local Group ~ the mass of Local Group ~ 22 ·· 10101212 ММ��������

about half in Milky Way and Aabout half in Milky Way and Andromedandromeda))



Matter budget is small,  Matter budget is small,  ΩΩm m < 0.3 !< 0.3 !
(equivalently: small peculiar velocities, (equivalently: small peculiar velocities, 

timetime--dependent dependent gravgrav. potential). potential)

Taking into account the Taking into account the flat 3flat 3--geometry geometry 
((CMBCMB), we see that the rest 70% of the ), we see that the rest 70% of the 
full energy budget  is  in the form that full energy budget  is  in the form that 
took no part in gravitational clustering:took no part in gravitational clustering:

** we call it “dark energy”       we call it “dark energy”       
* * it’s all we know about it     it’s all we know about it     
* * far perspective of physics far perspective of physics 

ΙεΙε+p+pΙΙ << << εε





HypothesesHypotheses of nonof non--baryonic DMbaryonic DM

1010--2121 eVeV
1010--55 eVeV
10  10  keVkeV
1  1  GeVGeV

100  100  GeVGeV
10101313 GeVGeV
10101919 GeVGeV
1010--1616--1010--77 ММ��������

GravitonsGravitons

AxionsAxions

Sterile neutrinosSterile neutrinos

Mirror particlesMirror particles

МаМаssivessive particlesparticles

SupermassiveSupermassive particlesparticles

МоМоnopolesnopoles, , defectsdefects

Primordial black holesPrimordial black holes

massmasscandidatscandidats



Basic DM versionBasic DM version
((to be verified in to be verified in LHCLHC,, 20082008))

–– unknown particlesunknown particles ((WIMPsWIMPs))

-- mass ~ 100 mass ~ 100 ГэВ,ГэВ, one particleone particle in a glassin a glass

-- stablestable,, neutralneutral, , weakly interacting weakly interacting ((neutralinoneutralino ) ) 

NewNew physicsphysics!!



Gain in the annihilation signal > 10

Probability for Earth to be in minihalo ~ 10%

Excess of DM particles in minihalo ~ 10

Independent verification: Independent verification: WIMP WIMP minihalosminihalos

Cusp problem Cusp problem –– a key to DM physicsa key to DM physics

* * predicted in simulationspredicted in simulations ......

* * unobserved in dwarf galaxiesunobserved in dwarf galaxies ....

* * possible connection with massive possible connection with massive BHsBHs



DM alternativeDM alternative–– modification of gravitymodification of gravity

example: example: massive gravitonsmassive gravitons ((gravitational creation gravitational creation 
in early Universein early Universe ,, monochromatic signal for LISAmonochromatic signal for LISA ))



Constraints on parameters ofConstraints on parameters of ааааааааxionxionxionxionxionxionxionxion

allowed massesallowed masses conversionconversion ааxionxion --photon    photon    
--ааxionxion in magnetic fieldin magnetic field



Large scale correlation of the Large scale correlation of the 
QSO polarizationQSO polarization position angleposition angle

may arise in extragalactic magnetic field may arise in extragalactic magnetic field 
due to conversion of photons to due to conversion of photons to axionsaxions



Constraints onConstraints on sterile neutrinosterile neutrinosterile neutrinosterile neutrinosterile neutrinosterile neutrinosterile neutrinosterile neutrino

( DM is not dark because of massive neutrino decay )( DM is not dark because of massive neutrino decay )

remaining region forremaining region for 1010 keVkeV neutrinosneutrinos



ConclusionsConclusions

�� Independent determination of Independent determination of 
late and early Universelate and early Universe

� T/S –– a clue to very early Universea clue to very early Universe

�� Stable predictionsStable predictions ::

nnSS ≅≅≅≅≅≅≅≅ 1,     1,     ΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩκκκκκκκκ ≅≅≅≅≅≅≅≅ 0,     0,     ΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΛΛΛΛΛΛΛΛ ≅≅≅≅≅≅≅≅ 0.70.7

SCMSCM:   :   ffbb ~ 17%,  ~ 17%,  ΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩm m ~ 0.3,  h~ 0.7~ 0.3,  h~ 0.7



Theory is exhaustedTheory is exhausted
presenting a listpresenting a list where/how               where/how               
to search for DM particlesto search for DM particles

Experiment’s turn Experiment’s turn 

The situation reminds great historical  The situation reminds great historical  
moments:moments: quarksquarks , , WW--ZZ--bosonsbosons , , neutrino neutrino 
oscillationsoscillations , , CMBCMB anisotropy, polarizationanisotropy, polarization

Why Nature is generous to us    
and discloses its secrets ?


